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Welcome to the first
newsletter of this, the
Dragon Year and let
me wish you all a
hearty Gong Xi Fa Cai!
It is truly fitting that I
begin,
in
what
promises to be a truly
auspicious year, with
the story of my New
Year’s Eve meeting with Master Tan Swoh Theng. I
have been a disciple of Master Tan’s for 25 years
now, and although I don’t get to see him as often as
I would like, at least once a year when we visit
Fong’s hometown, I make sure that I go to pay my
respects.
Whilst it is usual to visit relatives, teachers and
friends during the 15 days of New Year, this time
Master Tan was spending his New Year holiday out
of town, so it was that we arranged to meet him on
New Year’s Eve, the time when families gather to
share a meal and catch up on all that has happened
since they were last all together. It is true to say that
I am a member of Master Tan’s family both by
adoption, by way of the disciple ceremony, but also
by marriage as he is a distant cousin of Fong’s.
I am always happy to see his face and judging by the
way he always welcomes us, the feeling is
reciprocated. This time was no exception; he had a
large, beaming smile on his face as he strode to the
front of his clinic and greeted me with a bonecrushing handshake.
After introductions and greetings were exchanged (I
had the whole family with me as well as a friend of
Lian’s, Dominique DeMarco and British student
Naomi Thomas) we sat down and over
refreshments, caught up with all that had happened
since we last met. During the course of this
conversation the topic inevitably shifted to the
martial arts and it was then that Master Tan
proceeded to give what I can only describe as a
masterclass in martial arts. It was as if he wanted to
condense and express his more than half a century
of experience into one afternoon’s talk

He began by speaking of the importance of keeping the
art alive, and this he explained, meant being creative
and agile of minding while teaching and putting into
practice the ancient traditions. Do not be hidebound in
your thinking, he urged. Master Instructors should take
the forms they have learnt and adapt them to the needs
of the student and the requirements of the times.
Master Tan described how he
himself had formulated several
routines in order to help
students learn basic martial arts
skills. One of these forms is a
walking stick routine based on
sword and sabre techniques,
which allows the exponent to
develop functional and effective
defensive skills with the weapon.
The walking stick, he pointed out, could be legally
carried and effectively used by exponents of all ages.
Martial arts instructors, Master Tan further explained,
must take their position seriously and not indulge in
sparring or horseplay which might leave them
vulnerable to having their reputation damaged. In the
event that someone wanted to seriously test their skills,
the occasion should be regarded as a real threat, a
matter of life or death. If the instructor does not see
things this way then he has not really understood the
nature of the martial arts.
Further to this, Master Tan emphasised that no matter
how old the instructor gets he should always train a few
…cont.

Three Treasures Tai Chi Festival
Friday 15th June – Sunday 17th June

Brockenhurst Campsite
Lyndhurst Road, New Forest, Hampshire
Contact Tony on 07956362741 for more info

speciality techniques that he can use, whatever the
situation. He demonstrated his own favourite moves,
all of which would end with the opponent completely
disabled and most likely having suffered broken
bones. He demonstrated to us the aerobic and weight
training he practises on a daily basis in order to
ensure his continued strength and fitness.
As he moved on to the theme of situational
awareness, I remembered my very first lessons with
him, back in 1997, when he said almost exactly the
same things. The martial arts instructor, he cautioned
must take care not to allow himself to be ambushed.
Sitting with the back to the wall in cafes and other
public places, holding bowls and chopsticks so as to
avoid having them used against you, this must all
become second nature to the martial artist.
Furthermore he pointed out how chopsticks could be
used as a deadly offensive weapon, showing exactly
which vulnerable points of the body they could be
stabbed into.

host nation both Fong and myself will be teaching,
focusing on Baguazhang and Master Liang’s two
walking stick forms.
Directly after this from August 6th to the 30th we will
be holding an intensive Baguazhang camp at the
Training Centre on Penang Island.
In November the Zhong
Ding Autumn Camp will be
held
with
a
full
programme of courses
covering the entire range
of subjects taught in the
Zhong Ding Association.
In addition to these events, there is also a full
programme of events at regional level, so enjoy, train
hard and do your best to get in touch with your inner
dragon.
Nigel Sutton
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Throughout the talk, Master Tan sat on his simple
wooden stool, legs spread in a classic flat, horse
stance and it was obvious that were the stool to be
kicked away, he could still maintain his balance.
When it was time for us to go he stood up and
grasping my hand in both of us, still with a big grin on
his face and earnestly told me that he was sixty seven
years old. To tell the truth, to me he doesn’t look a
day over fifty.
Although I had heard much of what he had to say
before over my years of training with him, it was both
interesting and exciting to hear all this sterling advice
compressed into such a short period of time.
All in all I felt that this visit was an auspicious start to
the Dragon year.
As this New Year starts I would like to congratulate
Master Xu Shu Song (Koh Ah Tee) on his recent
marriage to Madam Chen Min.
There promises to be a
great deal of both
excitement and fun this
year.
At the end of
July the first Zhong
Ding European Summer
Camp will be held in
France at a purposebuilt martial arts facility (http://www.lembrun.com/)
The camp will take
place from July 30th to
August 3rd. For further
details and booking
contact William Nelson
on
william.nelson@bbox.fr
As well as a full complement of instructors from the

Tai Chi in the Park in South West London
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The undiscovered country:
the work begins (2012)
Don Harradine
“There is a certain relief in change,
even though it can be from bad to
worse; as I have found in travelling
in a stage coach, that it is often a
comfort to shift one’s position and
be bruised in a different place.”

Rarely do we encounter a year like 2011.
You might like to reflect on the year as you
saw it and the effects upon those close to
you and further afield. Certainly it was a
year of change: international turmoil and for
many of us it was a time of moving-on and in
some cases extreme sadness at the passing
of loved ones and adjustments in personal
circumstances. The Malay numerology
indicated such a year, one of change and
mystery that would have a profound impact
on many. As a martial artist you might want
to consider the opportunities and the
changes in the understanding of the arts you
practice presented to you during the year.
What happened to make you explore certain
aspects of what you did: was it the
introduction to a new weapon; a new form;
did you suddenly find, for the first time, you
gained an understanding that you did not
have before; or did an injury or illness cause
you to re-evaluate what was important to
you in terms of your art and training?

We all face change and it is important for
reflection and then learning from these
experiences. It is this reflection and learning
that improves what we do and what we are
and hope to be. Sociologists have explored
the concept of change for decades and an
examination of the literature indicates one
clear truth: whatever it is change is not easy;
it is disturbing; it is hard work; but essential.
Invariably a successful metamorphosis is
down to hard work and a little luck. No-one
wants to be, or can be, a caterpillar for ever!

2012 and the Year of the Water Dragon is
upon us. The numerology for this year
indicates one of hard work necessitated by
new beginnings and a return to balance. To
make an omelette we have to work hard
once the eggs are broken! To work hard we
need to be brave, confident and ambitious:
all the characteristics of the Dragon.

The martial path is one of discipline.
Discipline takes many forms and I suggest
the least important for us is that which is
imposed; our discipline comes from within:
the discipline to work hard. We may get the
inspiration and guidance from others but
like many things this discipline to work hard,
therefore, comes from the outside to the
inside and then from inside to the outside.
It is our self-discipline that is important.
Hard work takes many forms and it is for us
as individuals to decide how to direct our
efforts. Martial arts, at the most superficial
level, is about technique and fitness which
both require hard work and relentless
repetition in our training. This type of
training cannot be skipped, however, it is
not the only hard work required. We need,
at a deeper level, to work in order to
develop fundamental mental toughness and
acceptance to prepare ourselves for the
fight and indeed life.
I would suggest that an important type of
hard work, often neglected, is that of being
part of a community: our martial arts
community. Zhong Ding, our teachers, our

students, our team, our classes are our
community; they are our village; our home.
Like all homes they need constant attention
and maintenance; they require hard work.

We gain our strength and safety from our
village and it requires us to look after it and
defend it. Whatever our perceived status we
should work hard to serve others so that in
the long term we can all benefit from our
collective efforts. It is easy to stay and hide
in our hut, but far more fun to be helping,
serving and growing our village: attending
the party! We can individually train but only
real progress comes through working with
others, in whatever capacity: as a teacher,
organiser, supportive student or in my case
team cheerleader. Serving our community
can be the hardest training we do but
perhaps the most rewarding and certainly
the most beneficial in the long term.
“The warrior knows that no man is an island.
He cannot fight alone; whatever his plan, he
depends on other people. He needs to
discuss his strategy, to ask for help, and in
moments of relaxation – to have someone
with whom he can sit by the fire, someone
he can regale with tales of battle…A warrior
of light dances with his companions…”
(Paul Coelho: Manual of the Warrior of
Light)
So fellow village people here is a salute to
hard work, but please remember to forget
the difference between toil and play and it
all gets easier and more fun!
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Chinese New Year
at the Dao Guan
Tony Ulatowski

As the new Chinese year of the Dragon started Tony Ulatowski and the students
of the Dao Guan in London made preparations to celebrate the New Year.
Zhong Dao Day 2012 in the East Midlands

Master Liang He Qing Weekend 2012
Nottingham Trent University
Clifton Campus
Saturday 7th July 2012
A Festival of Tai Chi and Qigong
A day of seminars with Senior Zhong Ding
Instructors.
th

Sunday 8 July 2012
Master Liang He Qing Championship 2012
Including: Empty hand and weapons forms,
Pushing Hands, Short Stick Fighting, Padded
Weapons Sparring, Sword sparring and Silat
Cerita.
Booking and application forms will be available
on the Zhong Ding website shortly.

Zhong Ding Autumn Camp 2012
Sherbrooke Scout Camp
Nottinghamshire
The Zhong Ding Association will be hosting a
weekend of Tai Chi and Qigong in a tranquil
location in Nottinghamshire.

Fri 2nd Nov 2012 – Sun 4th Nov 2012
The Tai Chi stream will give you the opportunity
to explore many aspects of the Zhong Ding Tai
Chi syllabus with Nigel Sutton and other Senior
Instructors.
The Qigong stream will provide you with a
range of different sets that you can practice to
assist with your health.
Further details including prices will be available
on the Zhong Ding website shortly.

On the eve of the New Year the students cleansed
the Dao Guan hall and built a shrine, making
preparations for a Bai Shi ceremony to welcome
Teresa Keegal and Sue Ellingham into the Zhong
Ding family. It was an evening to bring together the
family. Tony's students gathered in the Dao Guan
for the ceremony, followed by nei gung. They then
retired to a Chinese restaurant to enjoy some
wonderful food and welcome in the new year.
Here are a few words on the event from Tony:
"Being fortunate to have The Dao Guan feels very special using it to show respect
to past teachers and present ones, Nigel. Mine as I remember was at Chiswick in
a run down school hall, which is why I remember it so well. Building the shrine ,
temporarily.
All that took part cleansed the Dao
Guan and built the shrine, which was
left in place for the whole week, for
all other students to see and
understand. Taking part in cleaning
of your training environment is in
itself a very important thing to do. To
remind you of all the past training
experiences that have engrained
themselves into the walls, floors, nooks and crannies. A focus time of reflection.
So to have this special place with pictures up all the time is a constant reminder
of our lineage, every time we enter and leave make it very special. And so that
thought and feeling is past on, not down, on to our future students and the
Zhong Ding Tai Chi family. "
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This quote by Lao Tzu one of the great
Eastern philosophers is so very apt and true
for anyone who has ever taken that “first
step” on their Tai Chi journey. Indeed, in
many cases that single step can be a life
changing event and can change our whole
perspective on life and our place within it.
From taking up that very first posture in the
form, we think we will never get to the end
of such along and intricate set of
movements. Then, suddenly, it seems like
only yesterday that 10 years or so have
passed and we are standing in the same
classroom, watching others follow us along
the path that we have previously taken. The
same look of concentration, frustration, and
eventually joy, on the faces of those who
have finally completed “The Form”.
Along the way we may notice that other
aspects of our life have changed as well.
Perhaps ourhealth has gradually improved,
or perhaps our movements are more supple,
and also may be we are more patient with
others. Slowly but surely Tai Chi has worked
it’s magic, and we have hardly been aware
of the subtle changes.

“The journey of a thousand miles
begins with a single step”

Another vital ingredient must be a good
sense of humour ! Laughing with others in a
class as you struggle to learn a new form
builds friendships which can, and do, last a
lifetime.

Stephanie Wilson

The true essence of Tai Chi practice must
come from the heart, those who practice on
a regular basis will surely notice gradual
changes in their lives for the better. So from
a disciple with a few years practice behind
her, my advice to any new student would
be…
Empty your cup
Practice.. Practice.. Practice
Some of us on our journey have had the good
fortune to meet some of the great Chinese
Masters. If we have become complacent over
the years thinking that we “know it all,” this idea
is quickly subdued when we see the true
Masters demonstrate their skills. Very quickly
we realize that instead of nearing the end of our
journey we are really only just at the very
beginning.
Tai Chi at its best requires the student to have;
discipline, concentration and perseverance.

And above all,
ENJOY !!!
With grateful thanks to my teachers:
Master Nigel Sutton
Master John Fowler
Master Brian Robson
Without whose help, patience and
dedication, I would never have taken that
“FIRST STEP”.
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Tai Chi Crossword
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Exhibition Tai Chi
Exercise you do with a partner
Tui Shou
Standing ........
You need this for stability and balance
Tao means
Energy pathways in the body
Legendary mountain of Tai Chi
Last word of Tai Chi Chuan
Everyone wants to be pushed by Master …
Tai Chi is an ......... martial art
The Way of Qigong author
Author of Tao te Ching
White bird with large wings
Most popular style of Tai Chi
Skill gained from hard work

Down
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12.
13.

24
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15.
17.
18.
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21.
24.

Legendary founder of Tai Chi
Circling internal art
Tai Chi is often called moving ........
Malaysian god of war
What bird's tail do you grasp when doing
the form
Ward off power
Opposite of yang
Master who introduced the Walking Stick
Form to Zhong Ding
Founder of Zhong Ding
Chinese philosophy linked to Tai Chi
Explosive power
Where all Tai Chi movement comes from
Hexagram Divination
Oldest style of Tai Chi
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The further Adventure of
Albert: Autumn Camp 2011
Bridget Tayan

That night as he lay in his bunk bed
Raucous laughter was ringing out
As Bridget, Jane, Gerry and Naomi
Were hysterically rolling about.

One day young Albert Ramsbottom
Said ”Mother, Zhong Ding’s at Sherbrooke
I think I’ll drive down to the Forest
And take myself a look.”

Next morning a tired and stiff Albert
Ran through the Yi Jin Jing
And christened it (for his reference)
As The Big Stretchy Thing.

“Alright then Albert,” said mother
But be sure to take great care
“For, surely you can’t have forgotten
What happened last time you were there?”

After that he tried Chinese writing
Where they worked with fierce concentration
Before learning from Junior how to teach
Some seated qigong with meditation.

Now Albert was feeling excited
As he drew in through the gate
They all gave him such a welcome
That he knew the weekend would be great.

Having had such a peaceful morning
He gave the Double Dagger form a go
And found it very enjoyable
In fact, remarkably so.

He did a session with Nigel
(Once he’d been watered and fed)
And learnt about issuing power
Before tiredly going to bed.

Certificates were awarded
The end was drawing near
They packed up their bags and departed
Crying “Bye, bye, see you all next year!”

He went for a shower in the morning
Where Junior had burst into song
So he felt quite relaxed and cheerful
When improving his form with Fong.

“Well that was fun,“ thought Albert
And nothing happened amiss
What a smashing weekend it’s been
It doesn’t get much better than this.”

That morning he studied the GwanDao
With young Ryan Bowland and Fred
He wisely avoided weapons sparring
And chose Miles’s Qigong instead.
“This is the life,” though Albert
As he danced around under the trees
It’s worth all the pain and the effort
To be sharing moments like these.”
The rest of the day he spent learning
The Yang stick form with Don
And then went for a session with Tony
On the Elements Qigong.
The evening he found very moving
As Liam, Jim, Billy and Dan
Took part in their Bai Shi ceremony
To become a permanent part of the clan.

Alas his night was filled with terror
As blades and daggers fuelled his dreams
Slices, cuts and cries of “Stab, stab stab....”
He woke up with a scream.
“Don’t say I didn’t warn you”
Said his mother looking grim
I don’t know what you get up to
Down there with them Zhong Ding!”
But this time Albert slept soundly
With a beaming grin on his face
He’d been there, and she hadn’t
He knew it was a marvellous place.

ZHONG DING – LOOKING BACK

“It’s like the Hotel California,” said Roddie
“For you see that we believe
You can check out any time you like
But you can never leave.”
“It’s like one big family,” thought Albert
As they gathered for the quiz
And he hoped in his heart than one day
He might call that family his.

Fast Form Training with Nigel in Devon

Conversations with Sifu Andy Norman
Sifu Andy Norman is a Zhong
Ding Senior Instructor based in
Yorkshire. He runs his own
Barnsley Kung Fu and Tai Chi
group, promoting the art to all
ages.
Many of you will have seen and
trained with Andy over the last few years at the
Autumn and Spring Camps or at other seminar
events, but I thought I would take this opportunity to
catch up with Andy to find out more about the work
he does and his martial journey.

I would say it was my Uncle John who inspired me to
take up martial arts. He was half Maori with a
Yugoslavian father and a Maori mother. He lived in
New Zealand and I got the opportunity to go and
meet him. He made a big impression on me.
He was a black belt in Isshinryo and a professional
wrestler. He was also a wire rope splicer and that
was exactly what I became when I came back to the
UK as well as taking an interest in martials arts.
NS: So after that influence, where did your martial
journey start?

NS. Can you let everyone know how you met me
and how that led you to becoming part of the Zhong
Ding Organisation?

When I got back from New Zealand, I started Karate
but it really wasn’t for me, so I moved on to Lao Gar
in 1979, studying with Stuart Hunt.

Well about ten
years ago Peter
Hicks invited me to
a seminar Nigel
was teaching in
York and that is
where it started
really. I continued
to
attend
the
seminars and had
the pleasure of training with Master Liang He Qing
when he visited the country. I learnt the San Feng
Happy and Relaxed Walking stick forms and the
White Crane Pole with Master Liang.

I then, progressed onto Wahlum Mantis in 1985
under Chan Poi and the progressed to learning Seven
Star Mantis with Lee Kam Wing in 1989. I continue to
study this today.

Then five years ago, I completed my Bai Shi with Nigel
and joined Zhong Ding. I was presented my 4th Duan
at the first Master Liang He Qing memorial
championship in 2007.
NS: So Andy, people will have met you at a number
of Zhong Ding events, but won’t know much about
your history. Would you let us know why you
started martial arts.
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During the miners’
strike I met Howard
Thomas who introduced
me to the internal arts
and Tai Chi as opposed
to external arts like
Kung Fu. I continued to
study internal arts with
Howard Thomas for 25
years and also studied
with Janet Bent. Now I am a disciple of you Nigel and
study Internal Martial Arts as part of Zhong Ding.
NS: So what do you see as your role as now?
I would say that through the years I have obtained a
vast amount of forms and it is that vessel of
knowledge that I try to pass on to the next
generation. I really want to pass the amazing arts I
have learnt on to other people who love these arts in
the way I do.
I just love to see the look on persons face as I share
the forms I know with them and they see how
wonderful the form is and what they can achieve as
individuals. My main purpose now is to make my
students better than I am.
NS:
You also have a strong focus on the
development of martial arts for children. Would you
tell us a little about that?
I do believe that martial arts can provide discipline
and structure to young people. It certainly gave me
direction in life.

Baguazhang Training with Zhong Ding France

I like to encourage young students to have respect for
themselves and others, to learn about dedication and

commitment in their
training.
The most
important thing is for
them to be the best they
can be.. They are at the
start of their lives and if a
positive structure is
developed at this early
stage, it can help them to
achieve the best life they
can for themselves and
their families.
NS: So as part of your role in Zhong Ding you have
become the Form coach for the squad. How has this
been for you?
I
have
really
enjoyed working
with the squad
members who all
have a passion for
their martial arts.
It gives me the
opportunity to
share the knowledge I have gained and help the team
to be successful.
I am proud to watch them
as
they
compete
at
competitions.
Especially
watching them perform the
forms that I know and love.
This ensures the art will
continue
beyond
my
generation.
It is also great to see my
own students achieving high
standards and being part of the National Squad.
Hopefully this means the training environment I
provide is developing the next generation of great
martial artists.
NS: Thank you Andy for taking time out to talk
through what you are doing. It is a pleasure to have
you as part of the Zhong Ding organisation.
Nigel Sutton 2012

Be part of this newsletter

Train in Malaysia
Zhong Ding Training Centre
Penang
If you would like to further your study with
an intensive training course then why not
train with Nigel Sutton at the Zhong Ding
Training Centre in Penang, Malaysia.
The centre is an amazing place to get away
from daily life and focus on your training.
Further information can be found at the
Zhong Ding Centre website at:
http://www.zhong-ding-centre.com
or email Nigel at:
ncs8@tm.net.my

Push Hands Weekend
London Residential Weekend

Fri 5th May 2012 to Sun 7th May 2012
The weekend focus will be on Peng, Lu Ji and
An, researching all the different Jings involved
in push hands. The sessions will utilise fixed
step, to moving step, to freestyle.
This wk/end is open to all styles and all levels.
£150.00 all inclusive
15mins from the M25 Jun 12
20 Mins from Waterloo train station to
Whitton
Contact Tony on 07956362741 for more info
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Do you have any photos of your classes
that you would like to share?
Is your region running an event that you
would like to advertise?
Have you written an article that you would
like to share?
Please email any contributions you would
like to make to zhongding@hotmail.co.uk

Classes with Zhong Ding USA

